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1. What Are Your DNA Testing Goals?
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Interest in DNA testing for genealogy has reached an all-time high thanks to its 
increasing sophistication and the resulting visibility in the media. As a result, 
many family history enthusiasts have expressed their desire to venture into the 
fascinating world of genetic genealogy, but don’t know where to start.

The first step is to determine your testing goals. Do you have a general curiosity 
about genetic genealogy or is your focus more specific? For example, please 
consider the following questions:

• Are you primarily interested in researching your surname?

• Are there specific brick walls that you wish to target with the use of DNA 
testing?

• How far back in your family tree are these brick walls?

• What is the ancestral pattern back to these brick walls, i.e. mother’s 
mother’s mother or father’s mother’s mother’s father?

• Are you ready for a long-term project or do you desire quick answers?

• Are there adoptions in your family tree that you would like to explore?

• Is you primary interest receiving a percentage breakdown of your overall 
ancestral origins or “ethnicity”?
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2. What is Y-DNA ?
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• Only men have a Y chromosome. Women 
who want to use Y-DNA to answer a 
genealogical question must recruit a male to 
take the test. 

• A male has one X chromosome from his 
mother and one Y chromosome from his 
father. As a result, the Y chromosome is 
found only in men, who inherit it almost 
entirely unchanged from their fathers.

• Is This Test for Me? Do you have an ancestor 
for whom the father is unknown? Do you 
have a male ancestor whose origin is 
unknown? Are you unsure about a father-
son relationship in you pedigree chart? Was 
Native American ancestry inherited down 
the direct paternal line?  (Native American 
ancestry can be indicated, but DNA cannot 
isolate to a specific tribe.) Could two men 
share a common ancestor or not?
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• Framing your genealogical question in 
the context of your own family tree, 
your Y-DNA test results, and the test 
results of others will help answer 
some of these questions.



3. Y-DNA Inheritance
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• Y-DNA is passed only from a father to his sons. Daughters do not inherit Y-DNA. The 
father (1) passes his Y-DNA to his sons (2) and (3). One son (2) passes his Y-DNA to 
grandson (4) who also passes it to great-grandson (6). One son (3) passes his Y-DNA 
to grandson (5) who does not pass on his Y-DNA as he only has daughters. Of the 
descendants shown on the bottom row, only great-grandson (6) will pass the Y-DNA 
of his paternal great-grandfather (1) to the next generation.
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“daughtered out”



4.1 Y-DNA Testing Consists of Multiple Parts 
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• Y-DNA is the chromosome found in the cell nucleus and consists of about 59 million 
locations which for genealogical purposes analyzes only a small number of those 
locations. 

• The First Part of  Y-DNA test results depends on whether an STR or SNP test is 
performed. When a chromosome is uncoiled it resembles a ladder as below. Each 
rung of the ladder is called a base pair. When the chemical at an individual ladder 
rung changes or mutates it is called a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP, 
pronounced snip). When a segment of the DNA has a small, side-by-side, repeating 
pattern it is called a short tandem repeat (STR, pronounced stir). Both SNPs and STRs 
may be referred to as markers and each of these locations has a name assigned by the 
scientific community. This is the first part of Y chromosome testing.

A BASE 
PAIR



A Detailed Example of the Y Chromosome 

A Video
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Look for the double helix, base pairs (A-T and C-G), 
STR, and SNP



4.2. Y-DNA Test Results Consist of Multiple Parts
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• The Second Part of  Y-DNA Testing is a haplogroup. This represents the deep 
roots of the paternal ancestry—the location of ancestors tens of thousands 
of years ago. Two people in the same haplogroup share a common ancestor, 
but it might be thousands of years ago.

Haplogroups have to do with 
deep ancestry going back 
thousands of years. They tend to 
be associated with a geographic 
location. When there are 
mutations in the Y chromosome or 
in MtDNA, it leaves a signature, 
which is designated by letter and 
number combinations. With all 
genetic genealogy research, 
locations are important. This is 
true whether a few decades ago, 
or hundreds or thousands of years 
in the past. . With a Y-DNA test 
you will see a visual 
representation of this journey, as 
shown here.



5. Your Ancestral Origins
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• FTDNA Y-DNA marks the path from our direct paternal ancestors 

in Africa to their locations in historic times. Your ancestors carried 

their Y-DNA line on their travels. The current geography of your line 

shows the path of this journey from its origin, “DNA Adam”. You can 

learn about the basics of your line’s branch on the paternal tree from 

your predicted branch placement. 

• This information comes from scientists who study the history of 

populations across geography and time using Y-DNA. They use 

both the frequencies of each branch in modern populations and 

samples from ancient burial sites. 

• With these, they are able to tell us much about the story for each 

branch. This traces back hundreds, thousands, or even tens of 

thousands of years. 

• Your branch on the tree tells you where your paternal ancestors are 

present today and about their likely migration paths listed on the 

previous slide. This is your Y-DNA haplogroup.



6. Y-DNA Test Results from Family Tree DNA
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Don’t Forget to Add Your Family Tree Especially Your Male Heredity



7. Family Tree DNA: Y-DNA Matches
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Legend

Write an 
email 
to:

How closely you
are related: 1 is closely
related; higher is 
less so.

tree



8. Y-DNA Matches at FTDNA
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• In addition to providing this deep ancestral migratory route, a Y-DNA test 
also provides a list of people in their database who share with you a 
common direct paternal (your father, father’s father, father’s father’s 
father, etc.) ancestor within the past 25 generations. If a person relates 
to you through a father’s father’s mother’s line, Y-DNA will not connect you 
to them. 

• As surnames are traditionally passed down the direct paternal line, Y-DNA 
testing is particularly useful in surname studies to see how all living 
people of a certain surname are genetically related.

• There are different levels of Y-DNA matches available. Picture Y-DNA 
as a puzzle with 111 pieces to it. Whatever level of Y-DNA you have, it 
compares that number of puzzle pieces, or markers, to another person’s to 
see how many markers you have in common. 

• The number of markers you match with another person is called a 
genetic distance. Generally speaking, the higher the genetic distance, the 
more distantly related that person is to you. Zero is an exact match. The 
more markers you test for, the more complete a picture of the puzzle you 
look at, and the more accurate the genetic distance is. 

• In addition, higher level testing helps refine your matches to those 
most closely related to you. In the example below, this person started at 
a 37 marker level and later upgraded to a 67 marker level. His matches 
were narrowed from 76 to the 24 closest matches at this higher level. 
Whatever level of test you get, you can always upgrade to a higher level 
for the difference in price between the levels.



8.a.   A Strategy for Using Y-DNA Test Results
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• The steps for using Y-DNA are similar to those for mtDNA, but the databases used and the 
values compared are different. 

• Complete your paternal lineage as far back as possible. Document this to share with Y-DNA 
matches looking for a common ancestor. List your paternal ancestral names, dates, and 
geographic origins. The more information included the easier it will be to determine when a 
person is common to two family trees. For example: 

– 1) Perry Anderson Parker (1856, Milam County, Texas, to 1925, Dallas County, Texas), m1. 
Bettie Morrison (unknown birth to about 1891, Lee or Milam County, Texas), m2. Tennessee 
Angeline Maples (1874 to about 1906, Texas), m3. Bertha Sparks (1883, Alabama, to 1976, 
Dallas, Texas) 

– 2) Henry Parker (1825, probably South Carolina, to 1902, Hood County, Texas; also lived in 
Illinois, Pope County, Arkansas, and Milam County, Texas), m1. Nancy Black (about 1835, 
Alabama to 1902, Travis County, Texas), m2. Elizabeth (O’Neal) Kline Quarles (about 1836, 
Alabama, to 1903, Hood County, Texas 

• Create a privatized pedigree chart. For example, list information on your earliest known ancestor 
down to a great-grandparent or a recent generation that is no longer living. Include geographic 
locations and dates as above. 

• Join a surname project as well as Y-DNA haplogroup, lineage, and geographic projects. Ask 
questions of project administrators who can be very helpful in DNA analysis. To find more 
potential matches upload data to public databases (YSearch.org). Investigate privacy and security 
policies before uploading data. 

• Search all databases and project lists for matches. Review any ancestral information shared 
online, and contact the match person for more information. Contact the closest matches first as 
the common ancestor is likely to be more recent. If a common ancestor cannot be identified by 
name, look for patterns that provide additional research clues such as geographic locales, 
spouses' names, etc. Matches may not have posted everything they know online. Some people 
don't respond to contacts, but an attempt should be made. Be patient; the person may respond 
months after an initial query. 



FAQ at FamilyTree DNA ///// Costs at FamilyTree DNA
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https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/faq/

Some of the topics 
FamilyTreeDNA answers for 

you:

• Before I Buy
• Shipping

• Billing and Refunds
• After I Swab

• Website Questions
• Privacy

https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/faq/
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